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It is in the greater and extensive silence that the Hierarchy works widely, and it is in this silence that
the great universal operations are carried out.

With this we announce the great spiritual and cosmic moment that Uruguay is going through
because, due to the adherence pronounced by a very few, the spiritual Hierarchy is managing to
carry forward what is most urgent and necessary.

It is for this purpose that important Consciousnesses of Light of the Universe, of the Greater
Universe, are interrelating through profound operations of help and of intervention for those
consciousnesses that have polarized and compromised all the others through plans and ideals that
they themselves did not even create, but rather others did.

Those consciousnesses are being deployed from terrestrial space so that Uruguay, as a
consciousness in redemption, will not have to bear the weight of those presences that, even though
incarnated, will not be completely present.

That inexplicable movement that the Hierarchy performs is so that those consciousnesses, that
govern and mobilize the nations, may in other spheres receive an opportunity of redemption, as you
receive it today.

The spiritual plane will draw ever closer to the density of the Earth to show and reveal to the human
being how far they have moved from the truth. In this way, your blindness will be removed and you
will be able to see more clearly the greatness of the Divine Purpose.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your hearts!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


